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ive had it for 4 weeks and not a single problem.. thanks a million somsip: i know it's not an ubuntu issue but you can chroot to
fix it from liveCD sponix: a) the upgrade is finished. b) there is no update available for mysql.c sponix: there is a bug report for
the updates, for you and other people, I'd suggest you read the bug report and follow the comments sponix: you didn't by any
chance read the release announcement? ActionParsnip: But it is a support question so, I get being corrected there :-). I think you
could suggest but it's fine aeon-ltd: not a coder so I haven't. ikonia: right, but the last comment on the report says the deb was
taken down somsip: yeah that'll work sponix: there is nothing further being done for it sponix: just read the bug report ikonia: k,
thx ikonia: damn.. could have at least pointed me to a pre-release package or something ikonia: Would they not have done
something? sponix: I don't know, I've not read the bug report, there is nothing more they can do ikonia: So why isn't it fixed
then? sponix: I don't know, again I don't know, I've not read the bug report sponix: you said the package wasn't available sponix:
if the package is not available then the package needs to be available first ikonia: I have an older version of MySQL and the
update for that breaks it sponix: good, so read the bug report, follow the comments, and don't be suprised if nothing happens
ikonia: so why are they not fixing it, whats so hard about a minor 82157476af
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